Interface constitutes a significant volume fraction in nanocomposites, and it requires the ability to tune and tailor interfaces to tap the full potential of nanocomposites. However, the development and optimization of nanocomposites is currently restricted by the limited exploration and utilization of interfaces at different length scales. In this research, we have designed and introduced a relatively large-scale vertical interphase into carbon nanocomposites, in which the dielectric response and dispersion features in microwave frequency range are successfully adjusted.
INTRODUCTION
Interface has a crucial influence on the overall performance of composites both mechanically and functionally [1] [2] [3] . Especially in terms of dielectric properties, the permittivity, breakdown strength, dielectric dispersion and relaxation dynamics of composites are very sensitive to interfacial properties [4] [5] [6] [7] . With the filler size decreasing to nanoscale, interfaces become more complex and spacious, playing a pivotal role in the overall dielectric functionality 8, 9 . Thereby, great attention has been paid to reveal the internal correlation between interface and dielectric properties both theoretically and experimentally 3, [10] [11] [12] . Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars effect gives a general explanation of interface-induced polarization, which originates from the differences in conductivity, permittivity and relaxation time of charge carriers in the materials across the interface [13] [14] [15] . By tuning interfacial properties with various chemical and engineering methods, the polarization ability and dielectric response of nanocomposites are also changed accordingly [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . For example, the permittivity of carbon nanotube (CNT)/ polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) nanocomposites was reported to increase remarkably with enhanced molecular interaction and huge interfacial area 4 . In the microwave frequency range, dielectric relaxation peaks of CNT/silicone elastomer (SE) nanocomposites were shown to be sensitive to different types of interfacial interaction between chemically modified CNTs and polymer matrix 21 . While great attention has been given to explore these phenomena from various perspectives, limited research is carried out on utilizing the interfacial effects to tailor the dielectric properties rationally and effectively.
Based on the existed research that focuses on the filler-matrix interface, it would be promising if we can amplify these effects by enlarging the interfacial region to realize the true potential of interface engineering. Here, we propose "plainified composites" to indicate composites with optimized performance achieved by only interface engineering ( Figure 1 ). As shown in the figure, canonical composites are normally composed of the matrix and the filler. Traditionally, certain
properties of composites can be improved by adding more fillers or various types of fillers. However, the design/manufacture complexity and structural disintegrity will be increased accordingly.
Meanwhile, the lightweight feature of composites could also be compromised when the filler loading becomes higher. In comparison, plainified composites are extremely potential as the material system and concentration of fillers remain unchanged. In these composites, interfacial effects can be fully utilized through various methods such as modifying filler-matrix interface, introducing in-built interphase or large-scale interface without the penalty of density and structural integrity. In metallic materials, the concept of "plainification" has also been highlighted, in which tailored microstructures are achieved by modifying or altering grain boundaries instead of changing the composition 22 . Thereby, the proposed research topic is of general interest towards a wide range of applications. Through engineering interfaces at different length scales, we will be able to realize more efficient design methodology and superior materials performance. The implication of interface engineering and plainified composites can be magnificent in the context of dielectric functionality. Previous research has shown that the interfacial area of composites has a major influence on the dielectric performance. In storage capacitors, by building multi-layer or sandwich structures, the interfacial area can be greatly increased 5 . The broad interfacial area between layers could restrict the tunneling effect of electrons and delay the breakdown of materials under high electric field. Joyce et.al introduced multi-layer structure into polymer capacitors and increased the energy barrier at the interface, thereby minimizing tunneling current and increasing the energy density of the capacitor effectively 23 . Meanwhile, there are charge accumulations and polarizations at the interface between layers, enhancing the dielectric response and improving the permittivity in a great degree 24 . Such kind of effect is similar to the interfacial polarization that is originated from the distinct electrical properties between filler and the matrix. It will introduce new polarization mechanisms and relaxation processes into the whole system and change the overall dielectric response. Moreover, the large-scale interface in layered structures opens up new possibilities as it can be easily engineered through varying the composition, arrangement, and thickness of each layer. For instance, Wang et.al have designed bilayer high-k composites by graphite/polyvinylidene fuluoride (PVDF) composites with positive and negative  respectively 25 . The permittivity of the bilayer samples can be easily tuned in a broad range by adjusting the filler contents and the thickness of the two layers. Likewise, in multi-layer structures composing of alternative PVDF and carbon black/PVDF layers, gradual enhancement of permittivity in the frequency range of 10 2 -10 7 Hz can be realized by increasing the number of layers 26 . The position and intensity of the multilayer structure induced loss peak between 10 3 -10 4
Hz also change upon layer multiplication. In this respect, the interface in these structures realize the accumulation and confinement of heterogeneous charges at a higher length scale, which can be further developed to tune the dielectric functionality stably and reliably.
To utilize interfacial effects rationally, it is also important to consider the relative position of the interface and the propagating direction of electromagnetic waves to generate effective interaction between them. In multi-layer dielectric functional materials, the relative direction between the layered structure and the electric field plays a decisive role on dielectric properties. According to
Teirikangas et al, in the 'horizontal structure', the distribution of the electric field is relatively homogeneous along the interface, while in the 'vertical structure' this continuity is broken by the interface 27 , resulting in distinct dielectric response. In multiferroic oxide heterostructures, vertical interface has also been explored to manipulate the electromagnetic properties. In this context, the hetero-interface is vertical to the substrate surface, reducing the influence of the substrate and increasing strain tenability at the same time. Hence, it is promising for precise control of mechanical and electromagnetic properties 28 . To this end, large-scale interfaces that have effective interaction with external fields will be critical for manipulating the overall performance of dielectric functional 5 nanocomposites.
In this paper, we take inspiration from the above perspectives and introduce a vertical interphase in carbon nanotube/silicone elastomer nanocomposites to fully explore interfacial effects and expand the tunability of electromagnetic properties ( Figure 2 was purchased from Adamas-beta.
Design of vertical-interphase nanocomposites
To introduce a large-scale interphase region that could effectively interact with electromagnetic waves, vertical-interphase carbon nanocomposites are designed as follows ( Figure 1 ). The relative position of the sample and the incident microwave is shown in Figure 1a . The distribution of electric field under TE10 mode is shown in Figure 1b . Figure 1c is the schematic description of CNT/SE nanocomposites. Various surface and interface modification methods are applied to achieve different polarization abilities in CNT/SE nanocomposites. A relatively broad interphase area is formed with two kinds of premixed CNT/SE nanocomposites through flow and diffusion ( Figure 1d ). As such, the relatively broad interphase region is introduced and expanded along the Z direction so that it can fully interact with microwave (distributed in the XY plane). 
Modification strategies towards nanocomposites with different polarization ability
In order to prepare nanocomposites with different polarization abilities, several CNT surface modification methods were chosen. Silane coupling agent (KH570) modified CNT is marked as CACNT. As-received CNTs were first dispersed into KH570/ ethanol solution (1 wt%). The solution was sonicated for 1 h before drying in oven under 60 ℃. Oxidization of CNT was carried out with strong oxidants (KMnO4, H2SO4). 0.5 g CNT was mixed with 0.375 g NaNO3, 1 g KMnO4 and dispersed in 15 ml H2SO4 under room temperature and stirred for 24 h. 50 ml H2O and 3 ml H2O2 
Preparation of vertical-interphase nanocomposites
The solution mixing method was utilized to prepare premixed CNT/SE nanocomposites. CNTs were dispersed in tetrahydrofuran (THF) and silicone elastomer was also dissolved in THF simultaneously, followed by mixing in a planetary centrifugal mixer. The solvent was then evaporated and the premixed nanocomposites were degassed for use (marked as CNT/SE, CACNT/SE, OCNT/SE, DPACNT/SE depending on the type of nanofillers). For each verticalinterphase nanocomposites, two kinds of premixed nanocomposites were prepared at the same time 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Carbon nanocomposites with different polarization abilities
Various chemical modification methods are first explored to achieve different polarization abilities for building vertical-interphase in carbon nanocomposites. Silane functionalization of CNT could improve its interaction with the silicone elastomer. The siloxy group on KH570 molecules would interact with the oxygen-containing groups on CNTs through hydrolysis and condensation, and the vinyl group can participate in the vulcanization reaction of silicone rubber 29 . Oxidation is commonly adopted to introduce oxygen functional groups on the surface and ends of CNT, which is helpful for improving its compatibility with polymer and reducing agglomeration 30, 31 . These functional groups such as carboxyl can further take part in a variety of chemical reactions and realize secondary modification and functionalization 32 . Dopamine has been considered to be extremely To be specific, while silane functionalization partially affected the original structure of CNTs through chemical bonding, the decrease of permittivity is relatively moderate due to limited active sites on raw CNTs. When CNTs were treated with strong oxidants, the structure of nanotubes was severely destroyed and the conductivity was greatly compromised. Thereby, the  of OCNT/SE and DPACNT/SE decrease to below 0.1 (f=0.25 vol%). It should be noticed that when OCNTs were wrapped with polydopamine, the  of nanocomposites further drops because polydopamine functions as a protective shell restricting the dielectric loss at the interface. At this point, the permittivity does not change with filler loading anymore, indicating that the dielectric response becomes very insignificant. Except for the original structure of CNTs, the dispersion ability also plays a role in influencing the dielectric properties. When the functional fillers are better dispersed, there are less local conductive networks and the overall dielectric response can also be decreased.
As such, the conductivity and the dispersion of nanofillers are the primary causes of the ultimate differences in dielectric properties. Real permittivities of the samples as function of filler loading are presented in Figure S1 (Supporting Information), in which a similar pattern is observed, again confirming the effectiveness of these methods in adjusting dielectric properties. To this end, a set of nanocomposites with distinct polarization abilities are designed and fabricated.
Vertical interphase induced dielectric relaxation
CNT/SE nanocomposites developed in 3. area of the sample respectively as a relative indication of dispersion degree 37, 38 . Each region is divided into 6 sections and the results are presented in Figure 6b , in which L and R represents the overall estimation of the left region and the right region. In comparison, the average area of agglomerates in C1, C2, and C3 are similar to that of the L region. The dispersion is much worse in C4, C5, and C6, indicating that these sections are mainly constituted by CNT/SE. There is sharp increase in the average area of CNT agglomerates from C3 to C4, suggesting that the interphase is mainly introduced around these two sections. While there is no clear boundary, the interphase is supposed to be a relatively large area with a torturous path forming along the Y and Z direction. remarkable relaxation peak appears in the imaginary spectra of CNT-OCNT/SE over this frequency range (Figure 6d ). The peak value of CNT-OCNT/SE reaches 1.2 at 11.2 GHz, which is significant comparing to CNT/SE (0.5) and OCNT/SE (0.15) at the same frequency. Such variation trend in complex dielectric spectra of CNT-OCNT/SE represents a typical dielectric relaxation process. It can be logically concluded that this process is closely correlated with the introduction of vertical interphase, which induces strong and effective interaction between the nanocomposite and electromagnetic waves.
Tunable microwave dielectric response enabled by vertical interphase
To further reveal the effect of introducing vertical interphase into nanocomposites, we built several vertical-interphase nanocomposite systems with varied compositions and studied their dielectric response under external fields. These systems are labeled as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 according to the discrepancy in polarization ability of the two regions across vertical interphase (). It should be noted that the label of each system is only a comparative description marking the difference in dielectric properties of the premixed nanocomposites. Considering that  should be frequencydependent, we could not specify it as an absolute value. Figure 7a presents the imaginary dielectric spectra of nanocomposites with a single type of modified or raw CNTs. These nanocomposites are overall homogeneous and their imaginary permittivities are relatively stable over X band. We first fabricated vertical-interphase nanocomposites that are composed by OCNT/SE and DPACNT/SE, which have the smallest discrepancy in polarization ability. It can be seen in Figure 7b that the dielectric response of OCNT-DPACNT/SE is very weak (<0.2) and there is no obvious change in its dielectric spectra comparing to homogeneous nanocomposites. As  increases, there appears a weak relaxation peak in the dielectric spectra of CNT-CACNT/SE (at 10.7 GHz) as shown in Figure   7c . For OCNT-CACNT/SE, a stronger relaxation peak is observed at 11.3 GHz, accompanied by the peak value of  increasing to around 0.8. Meanwhile, the blue shift of relaxation peak can be attributed to improved dispersion state and reduced relaxation time with the addition of OCNT. In this context, the  of vertical-interphase nanocomposites is the key to the appearance and enhancement of the characteristic relaxation peak. We then enlarged  and built system 4 and 5, in which significant changes of dielectric spectra are observed and the peak values of  increase remarkably to 1.2 and 1.1 (Figure 7d ). Simultaneously, these relaxation peaks at around 11.2 GHz become extremely sharp. It is thereby indicated that the relaxation process is enhanced greatly with increasing , again validating that it is originated from the difference in dielectric properties between the two regions across interphase. It is also noteworthy that the position and the intensity of the relaxation peak remain almost unchanged due to limited increase in  from CNT-OCNT/SE to CNT-DPACNT/SE. The imaginary dielectric spectra of CNT nanocomposites (f=1 vol%) are shown in Figure 9b .
Four systems are built and labeled as 2#, 3#, 4#, and 5#. It can be observed that there appears a significant dielectric relaxation peak (between 9.5-11.5 GHz) for each vertical-interphase sample under this filler loading, suggesting that the introduction of vertical interphase induces a new relaxation process. Unlike homogeneous nanocomposites, the ε" of these samples vary remarkably with frequency. It is noteworthy that the position and intensity of the relaxation peak are distinct for different systems. The relaxation peak shifts to higher frequency when the overall dispersion of CNT is improved, contributing to a shorter relaxation time. Since the dispersion degrees of the nanocomposites are as follows: DPACNT/SE> OCNT/SE> CACNT/SE> CNT/SE, blue shifts of the relaxation peak are observed in 3# (to 11.2 GHz) and 5# (to 11.3 GHz) comparing to 2# and 4#
respectively. To better illustrate this relaxation process, the real dielectric spectra are fitted by ColeCole equation 24, 39 , which takes the form of:
in which  is the permittivity at high frequency limit, s is the static permittivity, 0 represents the characteristic relaxation time and  represents the dispersion of relaxation time. The fitted curves are shown in Figure S3 (Supporting Information). The characteristic relaxation times of 2#, 3#, 4#
and 5# are extracted and displayed in Table 1 . The characteristic relaxation times of 3# and 5# are smaller than that of 2# and 4#, corresponding to the above analyses very well. Interestingly, although better dispersion is expected in 4# comparing to 2#, the relaxation time is not decreased, which is the result of stronger relaxation achieved by the enhanced ability of the interphase to restrict charges.
In other words, the relaxation times are not only dependent on the overall dispersion of the sample, but are related to the interphase-induced relaxation process itself. In addition, the relaxation peak becomes more significant with increasing  (from 2# to 3#), accompanied by the peak value increasing from 0.8 to 1.0. CNT-OCNT/SE shows the strongest relaxation peak with the ε" reaching 1.8 at 10.2 GHz. When the  is further increased from 4# to 5#, the peak value of ε" remains almost stable and only the blue shift of the relaxation peak is observed. In this case, the charge accumulation at the vertical interphase reaches its limit at 4#. Comparative analyses are carried out to further display the ability of vertical interphase in tuning microwave dielectric response. The imaginary dielectric spectra of CNT-OCNT/SE and CNT-DPACNT/SE nanocomposites are plotted as a function of filler volume fraction in Figure 10a . With increasing filler loading, the nanofillers are worse dispersed, leading to the red shift of the characteristic relaxation peak. Simultaneously, the dielectric response is overall enhanced, which means that for the same composition, there is a larger discrepancy in the polarization ability across the interphase. As a result, the dielectric relaxation becomes even more predominant in nanocomposites with a higher filler loading. This phenomenon is proved by the Cole-Cole plots depicted in Figure 10b , in which circular curves with larger radius are observed upon increasing filler volume fraction. In this sense, it provides a new dimension to adjust the dielectric response within vertical-interphase nanocomposites. The idea of engineering vertical-interphase carbon nanocomposites falls rightly into the scope of plainified composites, as in this research, only interface/interphase engineering methods are adopted to tailor dielectric functionalities. The vertical interphase enabled plainified nanoƒcomposites can be used as single-layer microwave absorbers or dielectric layers regulating the functionality of multilayer absorbers. They could be widely applied as composing layers of novel multilayer microwave absorbers to adjust the working frequency. For instance, vertical-interphase nanocomposites with differences in relaxation peak can be assembled to achieve broad-band microwave absorption ( Figure 11 ) without introducing additional functional fillers and compromising the lightweight characteristic of the structure. Also, such a multilayer structure can maintain the structural integrity as all layers are essentially of the same CNT nanocomposite nature.
Thus, it would be highly efficient and of significant engineering implication. 
CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, this study presents a promising strategy to utilize interfacial effects to manipulate the dielectric response of nanocomposites facilely and effectively. On top of the typical filler-matrix interface, this study proposes the essential concept of plainified composites, in which only interface engineering methods are utilized to improve material properties. In the context of tuning dielectric functionality, a large-scale vertical interphase is rationally designed and successfully introduced into carbon nanocomposites in this study. The in-built vertical interphase becomes the centre of charge accumulation and confinement, triggering a strong and characteristic relaxation process in X band.
The interphase-induced relaxation changes the dielectric dispersion pattern of carbon nanocomposites remarkably. Meanwhile, the intensity and position of the relaxation peak are highly tunable by adjusting the filler loading and the discrepancy in polarization ability across the interphase (). With large volume fraction of functional fillers or increasing , the relaxation process is greatly enhanced. From this perspective, it is convenient and efficient to tune the microwave dielectric properties of carbon nanocomposites. It is anticipated that stronger dielectric response will be achieved with higher loading of nanofillers, larger  enabled by other systems, or multiple interphase introduced in nanocomposites with a considerable  in future work. While the typical filler-matrix interfacial effect is sometimes insignificant due to small filler volume fraction, the ability to tailor dielectric response through vertical interphase without increasing the weight of materials is of great significance for microwave functional materials 40 . The insights provided here can be applied to reconfigurable microwave absorption to easily manipulate the microwave absorbing frequency. Overall, this study reveals an intrinsic dependence of dielectric functionality on interfacial properties at a higher length scale, thereby opening up new possibilities for the designing and engineering of microwave functional polymer nanocomposites and devices.
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